
Lecture 9
Planning with 

global access and 
uniform realizability:

Part II



Global access
Can get all the features at all states, can preprocess it

𝜻 −uniform action-value realizability
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least-squares policy 
evaluation



Least-squares Policy Evaluation
1. Rollouts from a set 𝒞 of well-
chosen state-action pairs
2. Average over those
3. Least-squares fit (𝔼 "𝑅! 𝑧 = 𝑞"(𝑧))

First head with 𝑋#, 𝑋$, …:
ℙ 𝑋% = Head = 1 − 𝛾



KW: 𝒞 ≤ 𝑑(𝑑 + 1)/2, hence to make second term ≤ 2𝜀, enough if

Total # samples: |𝒞|𝐻𝑚 ≈ *! +,- *// +,-(*/1)
345 !/"

Note: Can use 𝒞 = ;𝑂(𝑑), paying factor of two blow-up factor: 𝑑& ⇒ 𝑑$



Progress Lemma with Approximation Errors



Approximate Policy Iteration



Approximate Policy Iteration 2



Least-squares Policy Iteration with 
G-optimal design (MC-LSPI)





Offline planning

• This was called “global planning”

• Idea: Use the simulator to get a policy. Then keep 
the policy, and run with it.

• No simulator needed while using the policy.

• LSPI is offline planner with global access



From global to local access

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.05533
Efficient Local Planning with Linear Function 
Approximation
Dong Yin, Botao Hao, Yasin Abbasi-Yadkori,
Nevena Lazić, Csaba Szepesvári

Confident MC-LSPI

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.05533






Theorem
Under uniform 𝜁 realizability, w.p. ≥ 1 − 𝛿,
Confident MC-LSPI obtains an

𝑑 𝜁 𝐻6 + 𝜀
optimal policy with at most 

𝑂 poly 𝑑, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐻, 1/𝜀, log 1/𝛿
simulation calls, while the total computation cost is 
also polynomial in the same factors.

Here 𝐵 is a bound on the 2-norm of the parameter 
vectors of policies.



Can we do better?

..just another needle in the haystack argument..



and when 𝐴 = 𝑂(1)?



Questions from slack



Ehsan Imani  3 days ago
ML textbooks usually motivate PCA by noting that 
oftentimes real-world data is mostly within a small 
linear subspace of our d-dimensional space. Would 
an assumption like this rule out the pathological case 
of nearly-orthogonal vectors that lead to the lower 
bound?
+9



Jiamin He  11 hours ago
The approximation error appears in the bound of 
LSPI, 

2 1 + 𝑑 𝜀/ 1 − 𝛾 6, 
can not be controlled by the algorithm. Looks like it is 
also a major concern of some people according to 
the endnote. Why shouldn’t we be worried about it? 
Is it possible that controlling the size of the ball 
(epsilon) may also increase the dimension 𝑑? Would 
a large value of γ be a problem here?
+∞?


